GENERAL BERNARD A. SCHRIEVER
LOS ANGELES CHAPTER 147
AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION

President’s Message First Quarter 2014
Here we are again, another quarter passing before our eyes. During the past three months
we’ve continued to support SMC’s planning for their 60th Anniversary celebration and our
Chapter’s participation in the festivities.

As I’m sure most of you know, General Schriever and the ―Schoolhouse Gang‖ set up shop
in a former Catholic Boys School in Inglewood in July 1954 as the Western Development
Division (WDD) of the Air Research and Development Command (ARDC). Their mission
was to develop ballistic missiles capable of hitting targets in the Soviet Union with nuclear
warheads. The first successes were with the Thor intermediate range missile, followed by
an intercontinental missile called Atlas. These missiles were also capable of launching objects into orbit, thus coincidentally giving birth to the space programs we know and love. None of this happened overnight. It took the dedication and talents of many over 60 years to get to where we are today.

After all this time, we will finally start to honor those who came before us by sponsoring the engraving of six names on
the wall behind the Schriever statue. The first class will include six contributors who either worked beside Gen
Schriever in the schoolhouse or as industry partners. Charlie Bossart started converting the German V2 rockets into
more capable missiles as early as 1945 for Convair, developing the system for gimbaling the engines for greater accuracy
to create Atlas. Dr. Ivan Getting was founding President of the Aerospace Corp. BG Bill King started to work satellite
programs as early as 1955 at Wright Patterson AFB. Col Fritz Oder ran the Air Force’s first space program, WS117. Dr
Sy Ramo provided considerable technical guidance to the fledgling ballistic missile programs of WDD. MG Osmond
Ritland became the vice commander of WDD in 1956. We plan to unveil these engravings on the wall on the 19th of
June.

As I mentioned in January, our Executive Forum and Salute to SMC Banquet will be a major part of the 60th festivities. Along with our events, the various program directorates at SMC are planning roundtable discussions with former
directors to discuss where the programs were in past years, leading to where they are today. Likewise, we anticipate
hearing from former SMC and predecessor organization commanders in similar discussions. At this point in time, dates
for these events are still to be determined. I also understand planning is underway for a Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) payload competition involving local high schools. Additionally, local AFROTC detachments will enjoy a tour of Aerospace’s Spacelift Telemetry Acquisition and Reporting System (STARS) facility and a
BBQ.

Our Executive Forum and Salute Banquet are scheduled for the morning and evening of the 20th of June at the LAX
Marriott Hotel on Century Boulevard. During the Executive Forum we expect to continue the process of hearing about
past problem-solving with two panels of those who made it happen from the aerospace industry perspective. At the banquet we will recognize the current doers at SMC with our annual awards. I’m proud to announce this year’s recipient of
our General Bernard A. Schriever Award for Space Leadership is our Chairman, ―Tav‖ Taverney. As I’m sure most of
you know, Gen Taverney has been a major player in our business since graduation from the Air Force Academy in 1968.

I hope to see you during some of the activities I’ve mentioned. I remind you we are only as strong as our membership. Be sure to act on your renewal notice when it comes in the mail and brag about your Chapter and Association to
your friends and business associates and encourage them to become members.
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A Great Afternoon with our AFA and SMC Friends
The latest Chapter 147 Membership Mixer was a
great success. If you are a chapter member, you
really should try to attend – and try to bring
friends and encourage them to join. AFA’s largest membership category is retirees. Invite some
along.
Upper L clockwise: The food spread was awesome and no calories; Jim Knauf and three people better looking than Jim; CAFA Area 3 President, Martin Ledwitz and son Sam; Ed and
Nancy drawing the door prizes; LGen
Pawlikowski admiring the Salute poster; Arnie
Streland convincing people he is a Righteous
Dude;
Tav; our door prize winners;
and finally, Nancy holding up
Steve after a few too many
Shirley Temples. Please come
to the next one.

Why is this man
smiling? How
about 40 great
years of marriage,
a trip to Hawaii,
and looking forward to our next
Mixer? We
missed you, Tav.
That’s his wife,
Kathi.
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ROTC NEWS
Chapter 147 Supports the Arnold Air Society AFROTC Detachments at Loyola Marymount University and University of California, Los Angeles with $2000.00 each to help send Cadets to the Annual
National Conclave (NATCON). From 19-21 April 2014, more than 900 cadets will convene in Washington, DC for the Arnold Air Society (AAS) and Silver Wings (SW) NATCON. This year, AAS cadets have the privilege of hosting NATCON in the nation’s capital.
Combined, AAS and SW have nearly 3,800 members across 142 universities, and both organizations seek to build
highly influential and creative careers. Last year, the organizations combined for well over 48,000 hours of community service, including a focus on Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics educational support
across the country.
Attendees will have the privilege of hearing from distinguished speakers such as the Under Secretary of the Air
Force Eric Fanning, USAF Chief of Staff General Mark Welsh III, Major General Margaret Woodward, former
Secretary of State Madeline Albright, General (Ret.) Duncan McNabb, and Brigadier General (Ret.) Daniel Woodward. We will also conduct business sessions throughout the weekend and attend an exclusive Air Force Association-sponsored social event at the Air and Space Museum.
Each year the LMU Det 040 Squadron and UCLA Capt Don Brown Squadron of the Arnold Air Society are lucky
to be able to send one cadet to represent them. This year, with the support of AFA Chapter 147 and the AAS’ extensive fundraising efforts, the goal is to send at least 4-6 cadets each. What a great opportunity! We’ll share their
comments and some pictures in the next newsletter.
— Nancy FitzGerald, Director ROTC/JROTC Programs

Teacher of the Year
CALIFORNIA AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION (CAFA)
EDUCATION FOUNDATION FOR AEROSPACE FOUNDATION (EFA)
TEACHER OF THE YEAR (TOY) Program
The General Bernard A. Schriever Chapter 147 recently participated in the CAFA Teacher of the Year (TOY) program for grades K-12. The Teacher of the Year program recognizes outstanding teachers who have demonstrated
accomplishments instructing science, technology, engineering, mathematics (STEM) subjects and/or aerospace education in California. As a result of the teacher’s instruction, K-12 students have been motivated to study and demonstrate interest in these fields. A special committee reviewed several outstanding high school and middle school
teacher nominations that were received by the deadline of 21 March 2014.
Committee scoring of TOY submissions was based on five criteria: 1) methods for increasing students’ interest in,
and study of, STEM subjects; 2) use of innovative tools or methods of teaching STEM; 3) descriptive or quantitative
impact of nominee’s STEM teaching; 4) extracurricular STEM volunteer activities that are not part of normal, paid
teaching duties; and 5) continuing STEM education the nominee is pursuing currently or has completed in the last
five years.
The Schriever Chapter 147 results of the TOY program are as follows: Ms. Christie Behenna, an
8th grade science and introduction to engineering teacher at Adams Middle School in Redondo
Beach, CA, and Ms. Lorraine Loh-Norris, an engineering teacher at Palos Verdes High School in
Palos Verdes Estates, CA, were selected as Chapter-level STEM Teachers of the Year. They will
each be awarded a $250 check.
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In addition, there was another very highly evaluated nomination for Mr. Steven Eno, an engineering and physics
teacher at El Segundo High School in El Segundo, CA. Due to the significant impact of Mr. Eno’s STEM teaching,
the Board of Directors voted to name him as a runner-up for the Chapter-level Teacher of the Year and award him a
check as well.
Both of our Chapter winners have been submitted to compete at the state level for CAFA Teacher of the Year. The
CAFA TOY winner will receive a $1,000 award, and the two runner-ups will each receive a $500 award.
Finally, The General Bernard A. Schriever Chapter 147 has been a staunch supporter of the TOY Program. Chapter
President, Ed Peura, has emphasized the TOY Program as a key tenet of the Chapter’s STEM initiative.
Although we did get several very high-quality nominations for TOY this year, the Board would welcome help from
AFA members to advertise the TOY program more widely in the future, in order to receive a larger number of nominations to help get recognition for truly outstanding, dedicated STEM teachers in our community.
Thanks for your help.
-

Laura Pope

SALUTE TO SMC - Mark your calendars for our
20 June Salute to SMC —— Going Strong In Its Fourth Decade
As we approach this year’s ―Salute to SMC‖ and SMC’s 60th Anniversary, it’s a good time to
look back on the awards presented at the event. The ―Salute‖ began in 1981 with a handful of
awards focused on Air Force officers at what was then the officer-heavy Space Division. Over
the years the awards and the award criteria have evolved as SMC has evolved. Awards were
added to recognize Non-Commissioned Officers and Civilians. More recently, awards have been
added to recognize the important role of reservists, enlisted airmen and those who contribute as
volunteers; be they military, government civilian, or a spouse. This year a total of 16 awards will
be presented. Nine of those awards have permanent trophies displayed either at SMC or the Fort MacArthur Community Center. Additionally, changes were made to award criteria to reflect the changing demographics of SMC. Last
year, for the first time, the LGen Kenneth W. Schultz Award for Outstanding Program Manager was won by a civilian, Ms. Charlotte Gerhart. Previously the award had been limited to military officers.
The process of selecting the award winners has evolved to a well-oiled procedure, thanks to the efforts of Ben
James and Don Tomajan. The General Bernard A. Schriever National Space Leadership Award recipient is selected
by the Schriever Chapter Board of Directors, as is the Schriever Fellowship Award. The Lieutenant General John W.
O’Neill Award for Outstanding Program Director is selected by the SMC Commander. The remaining awards are
selected through a process that involves careful coordination between the SMC Staff and the Schriever Chapter Board
of Directors. The call for these awards goes out early in the new year and is managed by the SMC Awards and Decorations office, which is part of the SMC Staff. The Awards and Decorations office collects the final inputs, quality
checks them to ensure they meet the award criteria, and sends them to the SMC Command section for review. From
there they are distributed to members of the Schriever Chapter Board of Directors for multiple rounds of scoring. The
final results are shared with the SMC Command Staff and the Directors of the organizations that have award recipients. The entire process culminates in a great dinner and ceremony that provides a chance to recognize SMC’s best while also acting as a fund-raiser for many other chapter activities.
A review of past awards winners provides some interesting insight into SMC’s history as well as that of some
of the members of our Board of Directors. For example, winners of some of the awards for outstanding company
grade performance went on achieve flag rank. These include then Captain, now LGen(ret.) Larry James, and then Lt,
now BGen Roger Teague. A review of the Gen Samuel Phillips Young Engineer/Scientist award shows two
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members of our own Schriever Chapter Board of Directors were recognized early in their careers. The first winner of
the award was 1Lt, now Col(ret) Rick Reaser, in 1981, followed in 1989 by Capt, now Col (ret.) Bill Harding. Col
(ret.) Nancy Insprucker was also recognized with the outstanding field grade officer award as a Lt Col.
As we prepare to help celebrate SMC’s 60th Anniversary, we at the AFA Schriever Chapter can take pride in
our own contribution to that history through our efforts to recognize SMC’s best. We use the proceeds from that event
to benefit the greater SMC community. Our Salute to SMC is going strong well into its fourth decade.

-- Arnie Streland, Awards Chairman, Righteous Dude

BASE SCHOLARSHIPS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

The Schriever Chapter
of the Air Force Association is offering scholarships for airmen at
Los Angeles AFB.
Scholarships are available for Company Grade
Officers, Enlisted, and
Civilian personnel. Winners will be selected
based on the strength of their Air Force record, the applicability of degree or certification program to Air Force mission, their financial need (other sources of financial aid,
e. g., tuition assistance), and their supervisor
recommendation. The Chapter intends to
award two $1000 scholarships in each category ($500/semester) to help defray the cost
of this continuing education. Applications
for the 2014 AFA Scholarships can be found
on the Chapter website, and deadline for
submittal is 31 May. Chapter 147 plans to
award the scholarships by the end of the
summer so recipients can apply the funds to
costs incurred during the 2014-2015 academic year.

We would like to welcome as a new
Community Partner, the law firm of
Bezaire, Ledwitz & Borncamp,
APC. Mr. Samuel B. Ledwitz, a partner, (and pictured at our Mixer) will represent the firm as the designated Air
Force Association member. Located in
the city of Torrance, the focus of firm’s
law practice is on Wills, Trusts, and
Probate Law. The Chapter would also
like to thank The Aerospace Corporation, The Boeing Company, Chevron
Product Co., Continental Development,
Lockheed Martin Corp., Mattel Inc., and
Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems for their continuing support as
Community Partners.
-- Jerry Saunders
Community Partners

-- Bill Harding,
Scholarship Chair
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CyberPatriot VI Winners Announced
Team Azure of North Hollywood High School in North Hollywood, Calif., beat out
620 teams to win the title of national champion in the Open Division of the Air Force
Association's CyberPatriot VI national youth cyber defense competition. Meanwhile,
the Fearsome Falcons of Clearfield High School's Air Force Junior Reserve Officer
Training Corps program in Clearfield, Utah, bested 871 other teams to win the All
Service Division. Team Cyber Knights from Beach Cities Cadet Squadron in San
Pedro, CA., [and coached by Schriever Chapter board member Mark Williams] won
out over 68 other teams for the first-ever title in the new Middle School Division. The
weeklong CP VI finals culminated on March 29 with the winners announced at an awards banquet at the
Gaylord National Resort in National Harbor, Md. "The Air Force Association is very proud of every one of
our sponsors, coaches, mentors, team assistants, and most of all, all of our competitors for the enormous
time and effort put into this season," said CyberPatriot Commissioner Bernie Skoch, in AFA's release. The
Open Division and All Service Division competitors will collectively receive $50,000 in scholarships from
CyberPatriot's presenting sponsor, the Northrop Grumman Foundation.

USAF NEWS
____________________________________________________________________________

MORE HEROS LAID TO REST

Risner Interred at Arlington-All the Academy grads remember his statue fondly
Air Force and political leaders, former prisoners of war, and current
service members paid their final respects to retired Brig. Gen. Robinson "Robbie" Risner, a Korean War
fighter Ace and Vietnam prisoner of war, during a memorial service at Fort Myer in Arlington, Va., on Jan.
23. Risner, who died Oct. 22 at the age of 88, was interred at Arlington National Cemetery the same day.
"To the people of this nation, he was a noble idea . . . a comforting thought . . . the reassuring knowledge
that there will always be those willing to answer the bugle's call . . . to risk everything, to fight and die on
their behalf," said Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Welsh during the memorial service. Also during the service, former independent Presidential candidate Ross Perot, a good friend of Risner's, told the story of how Risner
defied his captors and gathered his fellow POWs at the infamous Hanoi Hilton prison for a church service.
As Risner and two other POW leaders were hauled away to solitary confinement, the rest of the POWs
started singing the "Star Spangled Banner." Risner once famously told Perot that he felt "nine feet tall" as
the POWs belted out the song—words that are memorialized with a nine foot tall statue of Risner that
now stands at the US Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, CO. Risner is survived by his wife Dorothy,
six children and their spouses, and 14 grandchildren. (AFNS report)
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Medal of Honor Recipient Walter Ehlers Dies
Walter Ehlers, the last living Medal of Honor recipient to storm Omaha Beach on D-Day,
died recently at age 92, reported NBC News. Born on May 7, 1921, in Junction City,
Kan., Ehlers joined the Army in 1940. He received the MOH as a staff sergeant with the
1st Infantry Division for his conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in combat against
German forces near Goville, France, on June 9-10, 1944, several days after D-Day. According to his award citation, posted at the Congressional Medal of Honor Society
website, Ehlers "repeatedly led his men against heavily defended enemy strong points,
exposing himself to deadly hostile fire," reads the citation. He was wounded during
the action. He left the Army as a second lieutenant after five years of service, reported
the Daily Caller. He went on to become an advocate for military veterans' benefits and
worked as a security guard at Disneyland when it opened in southern California, according to the press reports.

Air Force Issues
___________________________________________

Hagel Names Military Professionalism Advisor
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has named Rear Adm. Margaret "Peg" Klein to serve as his senior advisor for military professionalism. Klein will report directly to Hagel on military ethics, character, and leadership issues. Klein
"brings to the position a wealth of operational and leadership experience, including command responsibilities at various levels throughout the Navy community," said Hagel in a statement. Hagel said Klein, who previously commanded the US Naval Academy, "knows that ethics and character are absolute values that must be constantly reinforced." Hagel created the position following a series of allegations of cheating in both the Air Force and Navy. In
her new role, Klein will work closely with the Joint Staff, combatant commands, as well as each of the military services to ensure that the Defense Department maintains a "focus on ethics, character, and competence in all activities at every level of command with an uncompromising culture of accountability," said Hagel. "This will continue to
be a top priority for DOD's senior leadership."

A Hollow Force
A hollow force may be inevitable, at least in the short term, said Frank Kendall, undersecretary of defense for
acquisition, technology and logistics. "If we stay on the path that we're on, I think that we will, at least in the
short term until we can get back into
balance, have a hollow force," said Kendall during a
speech at the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics SciTech conference in
Washington, D.C. Kendall said force
structure is going to come down. "If we hang on to
more force structure than we can afford, it means that the other accounts, besides pay
and joint operations, have to pay the
bills," noted Kendall. Failing to invest in science and
technology and relying on aging equipment, also can create a hollow force, he said. However, because DOD
assumed sequestration was here to stay this year, and therefore spent accordingly, "We're in much better
shape than we were in last year." That doesn't mean there aren't more "substantial cuts" to come. And, those
cuts may "fall disproportionately," he cautioned. (AFPS report)
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James Outlines USAF Charter
Air Force Secretary Deborah Lee James has some simple marching orders from Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel and the Senate, she told attendees at AFA's Air Warfare
Symposium. Hagel told James he wants her to "make those tough choices" about strategy, people, and hardware that are necessary to keep the Air Force capable during the
fiscal downturn. She's also to make sure "the strategy fits" with the resources available
and the world situation. "Sexual assault is on his mind," too, said James, who said the
same goes for "every single Senator" she met with during her confirmation process. She
thinks the issue will be resolved through "persistent focus, persistent leadership, and
persistent action." Finally, she's to try to heal the problems that have arisen within the
Total Force in recent years and "make sure we get it right." However, she reported that Hagel and Senators
alike told her of their "enormous pride…and confidence" in USAF and that it is viewed as the "go-to force"
by the nation's leadership when dealing with time-critical emergencies. Her personal motto during her tenure, James said, is "Airpower: live the legacy and pay it forward."

James Outlines Top Three Priorities
She has set three priorities for her tenure—people, readiness and modernization, and making every dollar
count. James said USAF must take "care of people;" especially by recruiting and retaining "the right people…as we re-shape the force." That's a tough challenge given the fact that uniformed personnel won't see
the pay increases they enjoyed in the last decade and many airmen will face voluntary or involuntary separations as USAF gets smaller, she said. The Air Force also must strike the right balance "between today's
readiness…and tomorrow's." Readiness levels have slipped in recent years and "we have to get them back
up," James said. But equal focus will go to modernization so the USAF can cope with emerging threats. Finally, James will work toward the Air Force being able to deliver "a clean audit," something it's not able to
do now. She'll also press on delivering programs "on budget, on-schedule.” In pursuit of these goals,
"everything is on the table," James said, and that includes possible "retirement of fleets of aircraft," cuts in
headquarters staff, and "force shaping." The good news is that any savings reaped will be re-invested in
other priorities, she noted.

Welsh Puts Sequester in Context in Latest Video to Airmen
If the Air Force completely stopped flying its aircraft for two years it would only save
enough money to pay for one year of sequestration, Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Welsh explained in a recent video message to airmen. In the message, Welsh attempted to put the
Air Force's $12.5 billion per year sequester bill into context while explaining the impacts
sequestration will have on the service. Welsh said that 55 percent of the Air Force's
budget is dedicated to paying its people. The remaining 45 percent goes towards
"readiness, force structure, and modernization," he said. "We have not been able to get at
that first 55 percent at all" because the White House and Congress must first approve it.
Therefore, "the entire bill to date, and in the foreseeable future, will be paid out of force structure, readiness, and modernization." He thanked airmen for suggesting alternate ways to cover the costs of sequestration, and though he said some of those suggestions will be implemented, all together they still would only
save a few million dollars each year, not billions. "We're working hard to fix it, but there's going to be tough
choices that have to be made," he said.
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A Strategy for a Vision, Due in June

The Air Staff is working on a comprehensive
Air Force strategy document, said Chief of
Staff Gen. Mark Welsh. "We've needed one
for a while, and it will be done by June," he
told attendees of AFA's Air Warfare Symposium. The strategy will have three components, which the Air Force will frequently update, he said. First, a 30-year plan will look at
threats, strategic priorities, and lines of operation, and will be reviewed every two years and
updated every four. Second, a "master plan"
will look at the Air Force's next 20 years and
take core function documents and integrate
them. This will enable trades across capability
portfolios, from space to mobility, and provide
"strategic off-ramps" if programs succeed or
fail, said Welsh. Third, there'll be a 10-year
look closely reflecting the Air Force 2023
document, a resource strategy built around
current budgets. Welsh said the new strategy
document would fill in the missing piece left
after the service's release of a vision statement about a year ago, followed by last August's "Global Vigilance, Global Reach, Global
Power for America" document that showed
how every Air Force branch contributes to the
service's core mission areas.

Six-Step Program
The Fiscal 2015 defense budget request is a
blueprint for "rebalancing" the US military in six
ways, Joint Chiefs Vice Chairman Adm. James
Winnefeld said recently. First, the budget plans
for a "rebalance of the type of wars" the US is
postured to fight; more toward "full-spectrum
threats," though it also retains capability for
counterinsurgency, said Winnefeld during a
Bloomberg defense budget conference in
Washington, D.C. Second, the budget accounts
for a rebalance of national military posture
"around the world," to include a new scheme of
pre-positioning supplies, forward presence, forward basing, and engagement with allies. Third,
it includes a rebalance of "capability, capacity,
and readiness;" preserving capabilities and
readiness, but with far less capacity. Fourth, it
changes the "tooth-to-tail ratio" by making support leaner. Fifth, it "rebalanc[es] the Active and
Reserve" components. Finally, it "rebalanc[es]
military compensation." Winnefeld said limiting
pay growth is not "breaking faith" with the
troops. "One of the ways we keep faith" with
them "is to only send them into combat with the
best possible training and equipment, and to
take care of them when they come home,"
which won't be possible if compensation continues to surge out of balance with
the other considerations, he
said. "These changes will allow
them . . . to continue serving in a
modern and ready force," Winnefeld asserted.

Force Management Programs Resume
The Air Force has resumed its force management programs following a strategic pause initiated earlier this
month, announced service officials. "After providing senior leadership a chance to evaluate the programs and
assess our early progress, we are ready to resume immediate processing of voluntary applications in most categories and begin notifying airmen of their status," said Lt. Gen. Sam Cox, deputy chief of staff for manpower,
personnel, and services, in the service's release. "We expect to receive final approval authorities early [this]
week for a select few categories, like rated and health professions, at which point we will be actively processing
all voluntary applications," he said. Previously announced force management boards would proceed as currently scheduled, said Cox. These activities are necessary as the service draws down its end strength to deal
with tightening budgets and still modernize. Analysis during the pause revealed the need to include a second
round of force management programs in 2015, in addition to the first round this year, states the release.
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NCSAF Report Calls For Further
ARC Integration
The National Commission on the Structure of the
Air Force report praises the Air Force's efforts to
train and equip its reserve components to the
same standards and capabilities as the Active
Duty. However, it also says USAF can, and
should, do more. The Air Force has made
"superior use" of all its components, but the commission believes an opportunity exists to allow
them to contribute more, NCSAF Chairman Dennis McCarthy said at the report's release. As defense outlays decrease, USAF should further integrate the Air National Guard and the Air Force
Reserve into its core mission areas, states the report. However, the Active Duty should never dip
below 55 percent of Total Force end strength, it
cautions. The commission also calls for USAF to
integrate existing staffs at Headquarters Air
Force, the Air Force Reserve, and the Air National
Guard; eliminate "redundant organizational overhead" in classic associations; and improve policies, professional military education programs,
and integrate pay and personnel systems across
the Total Force. Some of the commission's recommendations are already in progress, Commissioner F. Whitten Peters noted. Air Force leadership has indicated the commission's work will aid
the Total Force Task Force, which is continuing its
work on the Air Staff. (NCSAF report; Caution,
large file)

Gates Versus the Air Force
Former Defense Secretary Robert Gates'
book, "Duty: Memoirs
of a Secretary at War,"
paints a highly unflattering picture of the Air
Force; a service he
describes as "one of
my biggest headaches" during his fiveyear tenure as head of the Pentagon.
USAF, in Gates' view, was an unwilling
partner in the wars in Southwest Asia,
"superbly" but begrudgingly performing
airlift, aeromedical evacuation, and
close air support. He upbraids the service for a preoccupation with big wars
and a practically insubordinate performance on supplying intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. But Gates'
book reveals he brought a distinctly anti
-Air Force bias with him to the job; despite his being a veteran of the service.
His attitudes caused real problems for
USAF, as Gates proceeded to slash its
most important programs and decapitate its leadership. (Read the full report)

Space Collaboration
The State Department recently hosted the first-ever ministerial-level meeting focused on bolstering global
cooperation in space exploration during which some 35 space-faring countries gathered in Washington,
D.C. Deputy Secretary of State William Burns called the International Space Exploration Forum "an unprecedented gathering" held during "an unprecedented time for space exploration." He noted that last year
alone the United States' Voyager 1 became the first manmade object to leave our solar system and enter
interstellar space, China became the third country to visit the moon, and India also launched its Mars Orbiter Mission. Last year also marked 15 consecutive years at the International Space Station. "As the number of space faring nations increases, as states' monopoly and technology erodes, and as commercial interest in space exploration grows, international cooperation will prove more important than ever," said
Burns. He added, "The question facing us today is whether we can muster the courage and political will to
advance space exploration and ensure that cooperation continues to trump competition." Specifically Burns
cited three areas for enhanced collaboration in space, including encouraging more countries to play a role
in the International Space Station; encouraging commercial competition for space ventures; and increasing
protection from near-earth objects and space debris. (Burns transcript)
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